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UPCOMING COURSES
MEDICINES COURSE (online) with Laura – Tuesday 10th May, 7.30pm

Approved by Red Tractor, who require all dairy/beef/sheep farms to have attended
some formal medicines training since 2016. £30+VAT per farm. Zoom link will be
emailed to you the day before. NB you must attend the “live” session (not just watch a
recording later) for it to count for Red Tractor!
Also coming soon:
• Udder health & drying off technique – including practical session
• Sheep benchmarking/farm walk – volunteers to host this would be very welcome!

FEE INCREASES
As has been well documented in the media, prices in all sectors are increasing and we have
seen our costs rise dramatically. To this end, we have found ourselves in the position of
having to increase our fees across all departments. We have kept this increase below the
current rate of inflation and we will continue to monitor, and adjust where possible, to
keep costs as fair as we can.

TBAS IS BACK!
The original scheme TB Advisory Service scheme ran from 2019-2021 and offered free phone
advice and farm visits about TB: including risk assessment, biosecurity, accreditation schemes
and planning for a breakdown. 90% of farmers rated their visits “excellent” and 98% said the
recommendations given were “useful”, so we are pleased to be able to offer the scheme
again.

So, what’s new about TBAS Round Two?
• Visits are PAIRED – initial visit, with a compulsory follow-up 6 months later.
• HOLDINGS WITH ANY SUSCEPTIBLE SPECIES are eligible – including alpacas, goats and
deer – as well as cattle!
• Badger sett surveys may also be available on request.
If you had a TBAS visit previously, you can have another one in this round of funding.

Call the office to book in – Ian, Matt, Laura & Charlotte are all trained TBAS advisers.

NEMATODIRUS WARNING
Nematodirus is a worm that affects lambs once they
are starting to eat reasonable amounts of grass,
typically at 6-12 weeks.
Due to its life cycle, “mass hatching” can occur when
there is a cold snap followed by warm weather.
Localised forecasts are available at
https://www.scops.org.uk/forecasts/nematodirusforecast/
Cases have already been confirmed in mid/late
March, earlier than the usual timing of April-June).
Ground that was grazed by lambs the previous Spring
is particularly high risk.
Signs include dramatic scour (often black) and
sudden deaths: leaving it too late can be disastrous.
The signs can also be similar to coccidiosis, another
common condition in lambs this age.
When Nematodirus risk is high, and lambs are at-risk due to their age, treatment is
required to prevent deaths. Give us a call for advice on your individual situation.

WORM EGG COUNT SCHEME
Our in-house faecal egg count scheme is up and running for another
year! Benefits include discounted worm egg counts (6 per year),
scheduled reminders tailored to your holding, and a fluke check in
winter.
All species and farm types are welcome, whether commercial or smaller
holdings; there is even a separate specialised scheme for alpacas.
Samples can be brought to the practice directly (“DIY”) or posted.
Different levels are available so call us to discuss your requirements.

MASTITIS REVIEWS
In addition to the usual analysis with Interherd or TotalVet software, we offer two AHDB
initiatives aimed at mastitis control.
QuarterPRO uses milk recording data and mastitis case records to identify each farm’s
mastitis pattern:
• Environmental or contagious?
• Dry period or lactation origin?
This provides an area to focus your control measures on. It should be repeated quarterly
to monitor change, so it’s a good “overview”.
Speak to Laura if you are interested in QuarterPRO reviews.

The Mastitis Control Plan is a much more detailed programme. As well as reviewing data,
this involves an on-farm visit and questionnaire looking at housing, parlour function and
routine, treatment protocols and dry cow management.
This is more suitable if you are concerned about mastitis levels and would like to
investigate the sources and implement changes.
Speak to Matt or Ian if you are interested in a Mastitis Control Plan visit.

MEDICINES NEWS
Heptavac P Plus has experienced stock issues beyond
our control this Spring.
The latest update we have from the manufacturer is
that 50ml (25 dose) and 250ml (125 dose) bottles will
be back in “April or May”, and 100ml (50 dose) and
500ml (250 dose) will be “very soon”, but
unfortunately they are unable to give a fixed date.
We know this is frustrating for many sheep clients who
use this vaccine. There is no direct alternative, but
similar vaccines such as Ovivac P Plus could be used
e.g. for lambs. Speak to one of the vets for advice.

Updated price lists for nonprescription products (wormers,
flukicides & fly control) will be
available soon. We are extremely
competitive on price, so please feel
free to call us for quotes and tailored
veterinary advice.
Stock is ordered in according to your
requirements, available the next
working day, so please place your
order at least the day before you
require it.

SMALLHOLDER NEWS
We hope lambing/kidding is going well for you all!
With the weather warming up, it’s time to start thinking about parasites – both internal
(worms) and external (flies). We can see flystrike from April onwards if it’s warm,
especially in unshorn sheep/alpacas. Be aware that for human safety reasons, sheep
cannot be shorn until 3 months after long-acting fly treatments such as Clik, so these
should be avoided until after shearing. If you are shearing later in the season and are
concerned about flies, give us a call to discuss options.

TB Advisory Service visits
It’s not just cattle that are susceptible to TB;
other species such as alpacas and goats can be
affected too. Some of our smallholding clients
have had to TB test these animals, for example if
they are near a cattle farm with confirmed TB.

If you would like to know more about reducing
the TB risk for your holding, including
biosecurity and testing protocols, why not take
advantage of a free TB Advisory Service with one
of our vets? This involves two visits, six months
apart. For more information see page 2, or call
the office to book!

If you read The Smallholder magazine, keep an eye out in
the May/June issue… you might see the familiar face of one
of our vets!

